CHILDREN POLICY



Beyond The Wall Bed and Breakfast LLC may most likely be referred to as “Beyond The Wall”…“BTW”… or “B&B” on its website, Facebook
Page, verbally over the phone or on premise. In any document originating from its website, Facebook Page or from on premise, or verbally
over phone or on premise, these abbreviations and acronyms are to be considered the entity Beyond The Wall Bed and Breakfast LLC
As with all policies, ours are subject to modification at any time. If you have any questions regarding this policy, please ask for clarification
or to ensure that you have the most accurate and up to date pertaining information

This entire policy, sadly, is being reworked for the 3rd time in the last year.
We’re just trying to figure out how to deal with good children with bad parents
……… and bad children with bad parents. All will be more clarified soon. Until
then, this is the minimum you need to know. For all other questions on this
subject, please use our contact form
http://www.beyondthewalldunedin.com/contact-us/



Person under the age of 13 are not allowed at Beyond The Wall



Persons under the age of 18 are not allowed to stay in our Main Building


Persons between the ages of 13 and 18 must stay in our cottages (with at least one adult)



Beyond The Wall Bed and Breakfast expects guests to supervise their children / teens / minors



The valued guests of Beyond The Wall expect children / teens / minors to be supervised



Universally, everyone knows what constitutes acceptable behavior for children / teens / minors
o



If not sure, ask us and we’ll help clarify it for you …… the whole “universally” thing

Please be responsible and courteous to us and our guests in relation to your children / teens /
minors and their behavior

